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A Message from our Chair

I am pleased to share with you our February newsletter and to officially announce the opening of
the registration for the golf classic. If you would like to be part of another great event register
today to play in our Golf Classic this Spring, where you will get the opportunity to meet our Toronto
Blue Jay Baseball star, Kevin Pillar.
On another note on stars, well known actor Liev Schreiber recently visited the Steve Tisch School
of Film at Tel Aviv University where he educated the students on acting and filmmaking.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish you a "Purim Sameach" from all of us at Canadian
Friends of Tel Aviv University.

Nathan Disenhouse
Chair, Ontario & Western Canada

A Day at the Golf Course with Kevin Pillar
Join Kevin Pillar and Canadian Friends of Tel Aviv University at King's Riding Golf Club in support
of the Pillar-Lambert Scholarship Fund at Tel Aviv University.

TAU News

TAU's Global Campaign
Sixty years since our founding, TAU has established itself as an influential institution that
consistently ranks among the world’s best. To sustain our discoveries and advances in the coming
years, TAU has launched a $1 billion Global Campaign. The Campaign will help spark curiosity and
initiate exciting pursuits so that the next creative, disruptive ideas benefiting the world will come out
of TAU and Israel.

A new solution discovered for old age

At the Makeathon Age 3.0 event engineers, produced new projects that could help the elderly.

Actor Liev Schreiber visits the film school at Tel Aviv University
Liev Schreiber gave a masterclass on acting and filmmaking at the Steve Tisch School of Film and
Television during his week long sojourn in Israel.

Can we detect preeclampsia in pregnancy?
Small non-coding RNA's may be used to devise a daignostic blood test for pregnant woman, TAU
researchers reveal.

Upcoming Events

Board of Governors 2018 in Israel
Join us for the 2018 Board of Governors and discover Tel Aviv University.

Cyber Week at Tel Aviv University
Tel Aviv University hosts Cyber Week in June 2018 where you can learn more about the Blavatnik
Interdisciplinary Cyber Research Center's activities.

Seeking Board and Committee Members

Board Submissions
Canadian Friends of Tel Aviv University is recruiting volunteers to fill a limited number of positions
on its Board and Board Committees. The search is focused on candidates with business,
medicine/science, technology and/or fundraising expertise.
Applications available here for download.
Submit applications to:
Stephen J. Adler
CFTAU Ontario & Western Canada
3130 Bathurst St, Suite 214
Toronto, ON M6A 2A1

Tribute Cards

Send a Tribute Card
Send a tribute card for any occasion by calling Michelle at 416.787.9930.

www.cftau.ca

